"COLD FACTS"

TIME, December 18, 1944, reports the following:

N.G.

Does it do any good to be inoculated against the common cold? This question has stumped the experts ever since the capsules, shots and sprays were introduced. Last week the American Medical Association's Councils on Pharmacy and Industrial Health gave their considered answer: there is still no proof that the vaccines do any good. Experiments on large groups of people show that the cold rates of those with and without vaccines tend to even up in the course of time. The A.M.A.'s official advice: no doctor should give cold vaccine except as an experiment; industrial groups should not be inoculated en masse.

TIME, January 22, 1945:

COLD FACTS

After a national runny-nose count, the indefatigable Dr. Gallup announced last week that 1) children under ten have nearly twice as many colds as people in their 20s, 2) more farmers (by a handkerchief's breadth) have colds than villagers and cosmopolites, 3) 21,000,000 citizens had colds between Dec. 15 and 22.

If one considers the common cold primarily an infection, then the attempt to cure or prevent it by means of capsules, shots and sprays seems entirely logical. If, as we do, one considers the cold essentially a sign of lowered biological resistance, of a decreased "organonotic potency" of the organism, it appears equally logical that such therapeutic and preventive methods must fail. On the other hand, experience over a number of years with the orgone accumulator shows conclusively that the basic factor is a lowered organonotic potency of the organism. It is the general experience of those who have an orgone accumulator that if they use it when they feel a cold coming on the cold either does not develop at all or lasts only a day or two, without developing serious proportions. This is even more true with regard to the general feeling of malaise than with regard to local symptoms. It is staggering to contemplate the amount of money wasted, in terms of working incapacity and useless medication, by 21,000,000 people with colds in one single week. For that money, an enormous number of orgone accumulators—which could prevent or cut short the colds—could be built. But before that time comes, the realization of the fruitlessness of present methods must become more widespread and with that the realization that there are no "miracle drugs" in medicine. Until medicine takes seriously the study of biological functioning and its disturbances, it will continue to discover and then to "debunk" one "miracle drug" after the other.
Projeto Arte Org
Redescobrindo e reinterprelando W. Reich

Caro Leitor
Infelizmente, no que se refere a orgonomia, seguir os passos de Wilhelm Reich e de sua equipe de investigadores é uma questão bastante difícil, polêmica e contraditória, cheia de diferentes interpretações que mais confundem do que ajudam.
Por isto, nós decidimos trabalhar com o material bibliográfico presente nos microfilmes (Wilhelm Reich Collected Works Microfilms) em forma de PDF, disponibilizados por Eva Reich que já se encontra circulado pela internet, e que abarca o desenvolvimento da orgonomia de 1941 a 1957.

Dividimos este “material” de acordo com as revistas publicadas pelo instituto de orgonomia do qual o Reich era o diretor.
01- International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research (1942-1945).
02- Orgone Energy Bulletin (1949-1953)
03- CORE Cosmic Orgone Engineering (1954-1956)

E logo dividimos estas revistas de acordo com seus artigos, apresentando-os de forma separada (em PDF), o que facilita a organizá-los por assunto ou temas.
Assim, cada qual pode seguir o rumo de suas leituras de acordo com os temas de seu interesse.
Todo o material estará disponível em inglês na nuvem e poderá ser acessado a partir de nossas páginas Web.

Sendo que nosso intuito aqui é simplesmente divulgar a orgonomia, e as questões que a ela se refere, de acordo com o próprio Reich e seus colaboradores diretos relativos e restritos ao tempo e momento do próprio Reich.
Quanto ao caminho e as postulações de cada um destes colaboradores depois da morte de Reich, já é uma questão que extrapola nossas possibilidades e nossos interesses. Sendo que aqui somente podemos ser responsáveis por nós mesmos e com muitas restrições.

Alguns destes artigos, de acordo com nossas possibilidades e interesse, já estamos traduzindo.
Não somos tradutores especializados e, portanto, pedimos a sua compreensão para possíveis erros que venham a encontrar.
Em nome da comunidade Arte Org.
Textos da área da Orgonomia Bifísica.
Texts from the area of Biphysical Orgonomy

-------------------------------------
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research
-------------------------------------
Orgone Biologics
-------------------------------------
01 Walter Frank. Vegetoterapy 1942
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 1 Number 1 1942
Interval 70-92 Pag. 65-87

02 Wilhelm Reich. The Discovery of the Orgone 1941
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 1 Number 2 1942
Interval 12-36 Pag. 108-130

03 Wilhelm Reich. The Carcinomatous Shrinking Biopathy 1942
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 1 Number 2 1942
Interval 37-61 Pag. 131-155

04 Mary Robert. Shock Therapy as a Subjective Experience 1942
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 1 Number 2 1942
Interval 62-68 Pag. 156-162

05 Wilhelm Reich. The Natural Organization of Protozoa from Orgone Energy Vesicles (Bions) 1942
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 1 Number 3 1942
Interval 1-33 Pag. 193-255

06 William F. Thorburn. Mechanistic Medicine and the Biopathies 1942
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 1 Number 3 1942
Interval 65-66 Pag. 257-258

07 Theodore P. Wolfe. A Sex-Economic Note on Academic Sexology 1942
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 1 Number 3 1942
Interval 67-73 Pag. 259-265

08 Wilhelm Reich. Experimental Orgone Therapy of the Cancer Biopathy (1932-1943)
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 2 Number 1 1943
Interval 6-96 Pag. 1-92

09 Lucille Bellamy. Vegetotherapeutic Gymnastics 1943
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 2 Numbers 2 3 1943
Interval 49-55 Pag. 141-147

10 Theodore P. Wolfe. Mis Conceptions of Sex-Economy as Evidenced im Book Reviews 1943
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 2 Numbers 2 3 1943
Interval 74-80 Pag. 166-172

11- Carl Arnold. A Theory of Living Functioning 1944
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 3 Number 1 1944
Interval 22-42 Pag. 17-37

12 Notes Editorial. Rational and Irrational Discussion of Orgone Biophysics 1944
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 3 Number 1 1944
Interval 79-84 Pag. 74-79

13 Theodore P. Wolfe. The Stumbling Block in Medicine and Psychiatry 1942
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 3 Numbers 2 3 1944
Interval 69-91 Pag. 175-187

14 Wilhelm Reich. Anorgonia in the Carcinomatous Shering Biopathy 1944
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 4 Number 1 1945
Interval 3-35 Pag. 1-33

15 Notes Editorial. Cold Facts. Orgone Accumulator 1945
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 4 Number 1 1945
Interval 102-102 Pag. 100-100

16 Notes Editorial. Free Love 1945
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 4 Number 1 1945
Interval 106-106 Pag. 104-104

17 Notes Editorial. Orgonotic Contact. Letter from a Reader 1945
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 4 Numbers 2 3 1945
Interval 81-82 Pag. 203-204

18 Wilhelm Reich. From the History of Orgone Biophysics 1947
McF 207 Annals of the Orgone Institute, Number 1. 1947
Interval 58-67 Pag. 108-126

------------------------------------------------------
Orgone Energy Bulletin
------------------------------------------------------
Interval 12-16 Pag. 81-89

14 On The record. Life in Russia, Cancer Research and Stromy Social Weather 1951
Interval 28-29 Pag. 112-115

15 Wilhelm Reich Armoring in a Newborn Infant 1950
Interval 3-13 Pag. 121-138

16 Archives of Orgone Institute. Wilhelm Reich on the Road to Biogenesis (1935-1939)
Interval 17-25 Pag. 146-162

17 Michael Silvert. On the Medical Use of Orgone Energy 1952
Interval 27-29 Pag. 51-54

18 ElsWorth F. Baker. Genital Anxiety in Nursing Mothers. 1952
Interval 11-17 Pag. 19-31

19 Arthur Steig. Orgone Energy Metabolism 1952
Interval 29-31 Pag. 54-58

20 Wilhelm Reich Orgonomic Diagnosis of Cancer Biopathy 1952
Interval 2-34 Pag. 65-128

21 Ola Raknes. Letter to Reich (1950) 1952
Interval 21-25 Pag. 207-214

22 On the Record. Clarifications 1952
Orgone and energy in the Brain, Emotionally Positive and Promise Cancer Cure
Interval 26-28 Pag. 217-221

23 Elsworth F. Baker. A Grave Therapeitic Problem 1953
Interval 32-37 Pag. 60-70

24 Kenneth M. Bremer. Medical Effects of Orgone Energy 1953
Interval 37-44 Pag. 71-84
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CORE.
Orgone Biologics

01 Robert A. McCullough. Antibiotics Cloudseeding and Life Energy 1955
Interval 22-25 Pag. 40-46

02 Eva Reich. Early Diagnosis of cancer of the uterus 1943
Interval 25-28 Pag. 47-53

03 Bernard Grad. Willelm Reichs Experiment XX 1955
Interval 19-25 Pag. 130-143